WHITE PAPER

Solving the Key Challenges in
Mobile App Development Lifecycle
In a heavily fragmented mobile environment, developing applications compatible with
multiple platforms and validating dynamic real-user conditions represents a big challenge.
Mobile QA teams face unique challenges to scale mobile test automation and get
complete visibility into the application performance, and mobile app developers struggle to
get real-user feedback to iterate, debug, and release better app versions faster, as mobile is
remote, by definition.
User ratings and rankings in the app stores directly influence the lifecycle of an app and
determine its failure or success. Thorough testing of mobile applications, using different
test scenarios to ensure compatibility and seamless functionality is more crucial than ever.
This paper discusses the key challenges modern mobile teams face in mobile application
development and testing and suggests solutions to overcome them and optimize mobile
application testing.
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W H Y I S M O B I L E T E S T I N G I M P O R TA N T ?
Mobile users demand innovation at much greater speed. Mobile applications
are installed, tried, and bought in seconds—as opposed to hours or days
for traditional products. Apps that aren’t updated frequently risk becoming
outdated and losing their competitive edge.
In addition, users have higher expectations from mobile apps in terms of
personalization and user experience. Users demand that information be
presented in context at the right time, in the right place, and in the right way.
These demands, and the tremendous opportunity they afford, bring mobile
app development to the forefront as businesses compete for leadership in
today’s mobile-first world.
Further, there are fundamental differences between the release cycles of
mobile native applications versus web applications. It is much easier to
develop and roll out updates for web applications that can be deployed at
the same time for all users, multiple times a day. They can be automatically
accessed by the users and rolled back as issues are uncovered. For mobile
applications, the release cycles are longer and more complex, and fixing a
bug in production can be both costly and time-consuming. As an example, an
app installed on the device of an end user cannot be rolled back—developers
are forced to “fix forward” issues in future updates, potentially leading to
multiple versions of the same app in production. Thus, testing earlier in the
app release cycle becomes even more critical for native apps. In addition,
since every app is installed separately, it is very likely that different users will
have different versions at any given time.
In the absence of streamlined beta testing programs, developers struggle to
get real user feedback and detailed bug information in the pre-release stages.
This is critical to evaluating the overall app experience from users’ point of
view and catching bugs before your users do.
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PA R T 1 : C H A L L E N G E S I N T H E M O B I L E A P P
DEVELOPMENT PHASE

CHALLENGE #1: FRAGMENTATION IN THE MOBILE WORLD AND
VALIDATING APPS FOR DYNAMIC REAL-USER ENVIRONMENTS
Platforms: iOS and Android dominate the mobile ecosystem with
approximately 98% market share between them. The dominance of both
these platforms has transformed the mobile ecosystem, bringing application
development to the forefront. And while this may seem fairly consolidated at
first, going a level deeper into the different operating system versions in use
reveals a high level of fragmentation, especially in the case of Android.
Device Fragmentation: Compared to the multitude of Android devices, there
are fewer iOS device types. However, they have increased in number with
pressure from competing Android devices. Apple has introduced inexpensive
and smaller versions of iPhone and iPad to compete with low-end Android
devices. Also since the iOS updates are done automatically from Apple, 98%
of users are currently on iOS 13 and above.
Further, as Android code is open source, every manufacturer can change the
way the OS works. The difference between OS versions can also be significant,
making it even more complicated. In fact, there can be tens of thousands of
different Android versions at any given time. In addition, the fact that hardware
is custom made, with different CPU, memory, and varying screen sizes means
that it is very likely that a given app will behave differently on different devices.
This makes it critical to test on as many devices as possible.
Application Types: When creating a mobile app, developers need to decide
what type of app is best suited for their business needs. Apps can be native,
hybrid, or built over cross-platform frameworks such as Flutter, React Native,
Xamarin and others. The decision whether to build a native app or use one of
the cross platform frameworks is usually based on architectural decisions, cost
and speed of development, and the resources/skills available for every team. In
cases where for example web components are already available or the majority
of developers are front-end developers, a hybrid app wrapping it would make
sense. And in case a new app is built from scratch and the team wishes to have
one code base for all platforms, Flutter or React Native may be a good choice.
The application type may influence the way the app will and can be tested.
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Localization: Every language added to the app provides an opportunity to
penetrate a new market and reach new customers. Developers and testers
must consider that their apps will behave differently in different languages.
Environment Considerations: Mobile apps behaviour can be highly
influenced by location, reception, battery, temperature, device accelerometer
and more. People roam from network to network, cell tower to cell tower,
making it important to validate apps for network and user mobility.

SOLUTION: CLOUD-BASED REAL DEVICES - NO MAINTENANCE AND
MORE FLEXIBILITY
Like real devices in a device lab, real devices in the cloud run tests on actual
phone hardware and software. The key difference is that cloud-based devices
are housed on a vendor’s premises and are accessed remotely—allowing
you to send test scripts to the devices over the Internet. These scripts are
executed on the devices, and test results are sent back in the form of detailed
logs, error reports, screenshots, and recorded video.
When building a device lab in-house, a comprehensive range of devices is
needed for genuine confidence in the quality of testing efforts and requires that
the device lab be constantly updated by replacing outdated devices with new
ones to address the evolving market needs. Maintaining all these devices over
a period of time can take focus away from core testing activities. A real device
cloud could address these issues by allowing testing teams instant access to a
broad range of devices that won’t need updating or maintenance on their end.
This frees up the team from the hassle of procuring new devices, and gives them
the confidence of having the latest devices available for testing immediately.
Another way real devices in the cloud are preferred over those in the lab is
through monitoring and analysis. With a device lab, the available tools for
monitoring tasks is inadequate, and troubleshooting is often done manually
by a human running each test to replicate the error and find the root cause.
With devices in the cloud, vendors can track and report on every step of
the test, and relay it back for analysis. This way a team member can simply
look at a detailed error log, view screenshots, or watch parts of a recorded
video to identify the cause. This level of monitoring can be built into an inhouse device lab, but the effort takes months, and requires adequate people
resources that could otherwise be put to better use.
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Also while choosing vendors, it’s important to consider criteria such as device
access during peak times, breadth of device coverage, and security.
Testing for real user conditions (network simulation, localization, GPS, etc.)
makes a big difference in the quality of a mobile app. In that sense, real
devices in the cloud bring a marked improvement in flexibility, scalability,
visibility, and cost efficiency over devices in a lab.
Any mobile testing team that takes the quality of their mobile app seriously
should consider real devices in the cloud as a key component of their mobile
testing strategy.

CHALLENGE #2: ECONOMICALLY SCALING MOBILE TEST
AUTOMATION EARLY IN THE APP DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE
To validate the features in the works and catch common issues early in the
app development cycle, developers need the ability to run high volumes of
functional tests (unit tests, smoke tests, and others) from their development
environment. Teams should also run tests on every new commit pushed to
the branch and ensure coverage by testing the applications against a range of
different types of mobile environments.
Both the choice of tools and methods affect the quality of mobile app
deployment and updates fundamentally. As teams need to run tests on
hundreds or thousands of environments in parallel, with each environment
representing a specific configuration, ensuring both timely and cost-efficient
testing can be difficult to achieve by relying only on real device testing.

SOLUTION: ACHIEVE TESTING SCALE AND SPEED WITH MOBILE
EMULATORS/ SIMULATORS
Mobile emulators and simulators are ideally suited to Continuous Integration
(CI) pipelines because they’re easy to provision and scale, providing you with
comprehensive coverage.
They are much faster to provision than real devices, as they are softwaredriven. Additionally, they enable parallel testing and test automation
via external frameworks like Appium, Espresso, and XCUITest. Selenium
revolutionized the world of web app testing by pioneering browser-based test
automation. Today, Appium is its counterpart for mobile app testing. Appium
uses the same WebDriver API that powers Selenium, and enables automation
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of native, hybrid, and mobile web apps. This brings huge improvements in
the speed of tests for organizations coming from the manual world of testing
on real devices. Similarly, enabling test automation with native frameworks
(Espresso/ XCUITest) provides better test reliability, speed, and flexibility for
native application testing.
Emulators and simulators enable parallel testing in a way that can’t be
achieved with devices in a lab. Because tests on emulators and simulators
are software-defined, multiple tests can be run on tens of emulators and
simulators at the click of a button without having to manually prepare each
emulator/simulator for the tests.

A BLENDED APPROACH TO COVER THE BREADTH OF MOBILE USE CASES
To have a robust and complete mobile testing strategy, organizations need
to have a good mix of real devices and emulators/simulators. Emulators
and simulators are complementary to real devices, but they can’t deliver the
real-world environment that a device can. Real devices and emulators, when
used together in an automated testing environment, enable modern mobile
testing teams to get the most out of their mobile testing efforts. Plus, testing
in parallel across multiple platforms helps to speed up tests while optimizing
costs. With the right blend of real devices and mobile emulators/simulators,
mobile teams can cover the entire breadth of mobile use cases.

KEY BENEFITS

REAL DEVICES

EMU/SIM

Easy to scale and maintain
Easy to provision
Cost-efficient
Detect Hardware Failures
Advanced UI Testing
Test Apps for Real-world Environments
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PA R T 2 : C H A L L E N G E S I N T H E U S E R T E S T I N G
P H A S E ( A L P H A , B E TA T E S T I N G )
We covered some key challenges and solutions in the development stages of
mobile app distribution. Now let’s dive into the unique pain points for mobile
teams for beta testing mobile apps.
The problem of device fragmentation is pertinent even in the beta testing
phases as it mandates developers to test their apps on as many devices as
they can before releasing them in the app store. This significantly increases
the testing time and development costs.

CHALLENGE #3: MOBILE IS REMOTE, BY DEFINITION
Limited User Feedback Makes Remote Debugging Difficult for Developers
As mobile is remote, by definition, in most cases developers cannot see and
understand the problem that happens on a device that is in the hands of a
tester or a user.
The COVID-19 pandemic has hugely impacted the way we work and
collaborate with each other, and like all other professions, also presented
unique challenges for the mobile app development and testing teams as
they work remotely. In the pre-pandemic era, when a tester experienced
an application issue or crash during testing, they could easily show the
problem in real-time, enabling developers to perform root cause analysis. In
the absence of this physical proximity, it is challenging for testers to explain
the technical issues and for developers to understand and fix issues in the
absence of meaningful information. Offshore QA teams experience similar
challenges with respect to QA and developer communication, scheduling,
and lack of control.
Reporting Bugs on Mobile Devices is Manual and Time-consuming
Explaining what went wrong when an application does not work as expected
in a remote environment and helping developers reproduce a bug requires
users to provide screenshots, videos, logs, and other relevant information.
Users often find it difficult to understand how to report bugs and for those
who can, it is a manual and time-consuming process, ultimately leading to
many bugs left un-reported.
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CHALLENGE #4: INTERNAL APP DISTRIBUTION IS COMPLICATED
There are several popular public app stores such as App Store, Google Play,
and Samsung Galaxy Store where anyone can view a mobile app and each of
these mobile application distribution channels has unique requirements and
policies for publishing an app.
But distributing apps for testing outside of the official app stores for internal
beta testing (also known as “dog-fooding”) presents its own challenges. This
use case typically involves controlled distribution of mobile apps to internal
company employees (authorized users) for beta testing, allowing them to test
the app before it is released.
As enterprises deal with multiple app versions and a larger group of internal
testers, manually reporting feedback can impede beta testing participants
from reporting bugs. Further, missing information and unclear reports on
the bugs encountered, along with prolonged feedback loops between beta
participants and developers, makes development and testing teams spend
more time filling in the information gap and causing delays in the timely
release of apps to the App Store.

SOLUTION: OPTIMIZE YOUR MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT AND
BETA TESTING
There are several beta testing platforms in the market, but to streamline the
mobile app development and beta testing processes, enterprises and app
developers need a cohesive mobile beta testing platform that enables iOS and
Android app distribution and creates faster real-user and developer feedback
loops to help mobile teams release better apps in shorter development cycles.
Some key capabilities critical to an ideal beta testing platform include:
Intuitive in-app bug reporting: Allows beta test participants to effortlessly
report bugs, which helps uncover more quality issues and provides your
teams the detailed feedback and meaningful bug information they need to
identify and fix the root cause of issues faster.
Video session recordings: Ability to view the actual user experience via video
recordings helps mobile developers and product teams get insights into
how real users experience and use the apps, and get complete visibility into
the series of events that happened before an app crashed or an issue was
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reported. This helps mobile teams effectively reproduce bugs and spend less
time analyzing bug reports.
Integrations: A key capability of a great beta testing platform is its ability
to seamlessly integrate with the entire ecosystem of tools to make beta
testing painless. Integration with bug tracking (e.g. JIRA, Trello) and team
communication services (e.g. Slack), ensures that issues are automatically filed
in the right places. Integrations with CI tools (Jenkins, CircleCI, TravisCI, others)
means apps can be automatically uploaded to the beta testing platform and
quickly distributed to the targeted users. Similarly, connection with Single SignOn platforms such as Okta, OneLogin, and others, is important for enterprises
to ensure that only the authorized users have access to the apps.

D I G I TA L C O N F I D E N C E I N M O B I L E
Delivering the best possible user experiences and accelerating app release
cycles, requires modern mobile development and testing teams to consider
multiple facets and overcome the unique challenges at each phase of the
mobile app development life cycle.
To win in a highly competitive market and innovate with confidence, mobile
teams need end-to-end mobile quality solutions that can help address
these challenges, provide complete visibility into the application quality, and
expedite real user feedback loops for developers.

Sauce Labs end-to-end mobile quality solutions provide you the speed,
confidence, and collaboration you need to deliver better web, hybrid, and
native mobile apps to the market, faster.
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ABOUT SAUCE LABS
Sauce Labs is the leading provider of continuous testing solutions that deliver digital
confidence. The Sauce Labs Continuous Testing Cloud delivers a 360-degree view of
a customer’s application experience, ensuring that web and mobile applications look,
function, and perform exactly as they should on every browser, OS, and device, every
single time. Sauce Labs is a privately held company funded by Toba Capital, Salesforce
Ventures, Centerview Capital Technology, IVP, Adams Street Partners and Riverwood
Capital. For more information, please visit saucelabs.com.
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